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Controllability of Linear 
Systems with Generalized 

Invertible Operators 

Nguyen Van Mau 
Hanoi University of Science, VNUH 

1 Controllability of first order linear systems 
with right invertible operators 

Let X, Y and U be linear spaces (all over the same field F, where F = lR or 
F q. Suppose that D E R(X), dim ker D =1= 0, FE Fv corresponds to an 
R E Rv , A E Lo(X), Al E Lo(X ----7 Y), BE Lo(U ----7 X), BI E Lo(U ----7 Y) 
(cf. Section 1). By a first order linear system (shortly: (L5)) we mean the 
system 

Dx = Ax + Bu, RBU ED {xo} C (I - RA)(dom D), (1.1) 

Fx = Xo, Xo E ker D, (1.2) 

y = Alx + Blu. (1.3) 

The spaces X and U are called the space of states and the space of controls, 
respectively. The element Xo E ker D is called an initial state. A pair (xo, u) E 

(ker D) x U is called an input. The space (ker D) x U is called the input 
space, and the corresponding set of y's in Y the output space. Very often 
there are considered linear systems with Al = I and BI = 0, i.e. with Y = X 
and the output y = x. We shall denote such systems by (L5)o. 

The properties of linear systems depend on the properties of the resolving 
operators I - RA and I - AR, respectively. In a series of papers (cf. [54-56]) 
Nguyen Dinh Quyet studied some properties of linear systems in the case 
I - RA invertible. His results concerning controllability were generalized by 
Pogorzelec [84-85] in the case 1-RA and 1-AR either left or right invertible, 
and in the case I - AR invertible. 

Hence, there are six cases to deal with: 
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(i) 1 - RA E R(X), (ii) 1 - RA E JL(X), (iii) 1 RA is invertible, 
(iv) 1 - AR E R(X), (v) 1 - AR E JL(X), (vi) 1 AR is invertible. 
We show that 1 - RA is right invertible (left invertible, invertible) if and 

only if so is 1 - AR, i.e. it is sufficient to consider the first three cases. On 
the other hand, since everyone-sided invertible operator and every invertible 
operator are generalized almost invertible, we can reduce those cases to the 
case of 1 RA being generalized almost invertible. 

Suppose that we are given a linear system (LS)o. The initial value prob
lem (1.1)-(1.2) is equivalent to the equation 

(I - RA)x RBu + Xo· (1.4) 

Hence, the inclusion 

RBU EEl {xo} C (1 - RA)(domD) (1.5) 

is a necessary and sufficient condition for the problem (1.1)-(1.2) to have 
solutions for every u E U. 

Denote by G i (i = 1. 2, 3,4) following sets defined for every Xo E ker D, 
uE U: 

(i) If 1 RA E R(X) and Tl E nI-RA, then 

G1(xo, u) := {x = R1(RBu + xo) + z: .7: E ker(I - RA)}. (1.6) 

(ii) If 1 - RA E JL(X) and T2 E L1- RA , then 

(1. 7) 

(iii) If 1 - RA is invertible, then 

G3(xo,u):= {x = T3(RBu + xo)}, T3 = (I - RA)-l. (1.8) 

(iv) If 1 - RA E W(X) and T4 E WI-RA, then 

G4(xo, u) := {x = T4(RBu + xo) + z: Z E ker(I - RA)}. (1.9) 

Note that the Gi are the sets of all solutions of the problem (1.1)- (1.2) 
in the corresponding cases. Therefore, to every fixed input (xo, u) there 
corresponds an output x E Gi(xo, u) for each case. 

Definition 1.1. Suppose that we are given a system (LS)o and the sets 
Gi(xo, u) of the forms (1.6)-(1.9). A state x E X is said to be (i)-reachable 
(i = 1,2,3,4) from an initial state Xo E ker D if for every Ti (Tl E nI-RA, 

T2 E L1- RA , T3 = (I RA)-l, T4 E WI-RA) there exists a control u E U 
such that x E Gi(xo, u). 
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Write 

Rangu,xoGi U Gi(xo, u), Xo E ker D (i = 1,2,3,4). 
uEU 

It is easy to see that Rangu x Gi is (i)- reachable from Xo E ker D by 
, 0 

means of controls u E U and it is contained in dom D. 

Lemma 1.1. Suppose that Ti (i = 1,2,3,4) are defined as in (1.6)- (1.9). 
Then 

Ti(RBU EEl {xo}) + ker(I - RA) = TiRBU EEl {TiXO} EEl ker(I - RA). (1.10) 

Remark 1.1. If either 1- RA E JL(X) or 1- RA is invertible then ker(I 
RA) = {O}, and (1.10) takes the form Ti(RBU EEl {xo}) = TiRBU EEl {TiXO}. 

The formulae (1.5)-(1.9) imply 

Corollary 1.1. 

Corollary 1.2. A state x is (i)-reachable from a given initial state Xo E ker D 
if and only if 

x E TiRBU EEl {T;xo} EEl ker(I - RA), i = 1,2,3,4. (1.12) 

Lemma 1.2. Write 

Then the operator Ei maps U into Xi. 

Proof. By our assumption, RBU EEl {xo} C (I - RA)(dom D), thus for every 
u E U there exist v E X and Xl E ker D such that 

RBu + Xo = (I - RA)(Rv + Xl)' 

i.e. TiRBu = T;[(I - RA)(Rv + Xl) xo]. 

Theorem 1.1. Suppose that B E Lo(U -+ X, XI -+ UI), D E L(X, XI) 
R E LO(X,XI) and T; E LO(X,XI) (i = 1,2,3,4). Then the generalized 
Kalman condition 

ker B* R*T;* = {O} (1.13) 
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holds if and only if for every initial state Xo E ker D, every state x E RX EB 
{xo} + ker(1 RA) is (i)-reachable from Xo. 

Proof. By Lemma 1.2, the condition (1.13) holds if and only if for every Xl E 
ker D and v E X there exists u E U such that RBu+xo = (1 - RA)(Rv+xI)' 
This means that for every Xl E ker D, v E X and Z E ker(1 - RA) there 
exists u E U such that 

(1.14) 

It is sufficient to consider i 4, i.e. the case when (1 RA) is generalized 
almost invertible. Write F' := 1 - T4 (1 - RA). It is easy to check that 
(1 - RA)F' = 0, F~ = F' and F'X = ker(1 - RA). Choosing Xl := Xo, 
Z := F'(Rv + Xl) E ker(1 - RA), we get from (1.14) the equalities 

T4(RBu + xo) + Z = (1 - F')(Rv + xo) + F'(Rv + xo) = Rv + Xo· 

This means that for every v E X, Zl E ker(1 RA) there exist z' = Zl + 
F'(Rv + xo) E ker(1 RA) and u E U such that 

T4(RBu + xo) + z' E RX ED {xo} + ker(1 - RA), 

i.e. 
Rangu. xQ G4 = RX ED {xo} + ker(1 - RA). 

Note that the generalized Kalman condition (1.13) in the case of (1 -
RA) invertible was introduced and applied by Nguyen Dinh Quyet [54-56]. 
Theorem 1.1 in the case of 1 RA one-sided invertible was obtained by 
Pogorzelec [84]. 

N ow we give another condition for every state X E RX + {TiXO} + ker( 1 
RA) to be (i)-reachable from any Xo E ker D. To begin with, note that 

TiRX c RX (i = 1,2,3,4). (1.15) 

Indeed, there exist T[ (i 1,2,3,4) such that Ti = 1 + RT[A. Thus 

TiRX = (1 + RT!A)RX = R(1 + T:AR)X c RX. 

Therefore, TiRB map U into RX. Corollary 6.1 gives the following 

Theorem 1.2. A necessary and sufficient condition for every element 

X E RX + {TiXO} + ker(1 - RA) 

to be (i)-reachable from any initial state Xo E ker D is that TiRBU = RX. 
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Definition 1.2. Let there be given a linear system (L5)0 of the form (1.1)
(1.2). Let Fi E Fv (i = 1. 2, 3,4) be arbitrary initial operators (not neces
sarily different). 

(i) A state Xl E ker D is said to be F;-reachable from an initial state 
Xo E ker D if there exists a control u E U such that Xl E FiGi(Xo, u). The 
state Xl is then called a final state. 

(ii) The system (L5)0 is said to be Fi-controllable iffor every initial state 
Xo E kerD, 

(1.16) 

(iii) The system (L5)0 is said to be Fi-controllable to Xl E ker D if 

( 1.17) 

for every initial state Xo E ker D. 

Lemma 1.3. Let there be given a linear system (L5)0 and an initial operator 
Fi E Fv. Suppose that the system (L5)0 is Fi-controllable to zero and that 

Fi(Ti ker D + ker(I - RA)) = ker D. (1.18) 

Then every final state Xl E ker D is Fi-reachable from zero. 

Theorem 1.3. Suppose that all assumptions of Lemma 1.3 are satisfied. 
Then the system (L5)0 is Fi-controllable. 

Proof. Suppose that I - RA E Hf(X). By our assumption, there exist 
Uo E U and Zo E ker(I - RA) such that 

(1.21 ) 

By Lemma 1.3, for every Xl E ker D there exist u~ E U and Zl E ker(I 
RA) such that 

F4(T4RBu~ + Zl) Xl· (1.22) 

Add (1.21) and (1.22) to find 

F4{T4[RB(uo + u~) + xo] + (zo + Zl)} Xl, 

i.e. Xl is F4-reachable from Xo, which was to be proved. 

Corollary 1.4 (cf. Pogorzelec [84]). Let T{ E nI-An, T~ E L1- AR , T~ = 
(I AR)-l and T~ E WI-An for 1- AR E R(X), I AR E lL(X), I AR 
invertible and I - AR E W(X), respectively. If the system (L5)0 is Fi -

controllable to zero and 

Fi(I + RT;A) (ker D) = ker D, (1.23) 
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then (L8)0 is Fi-controllable. 
Indeed, by (6.10)-(6.12), 1+ RT[A Ti. Therefore (1.23) takes the form 

FiTi(ker D) ker D and we get a sufficient condition for Fi-controllability. 

Corollary 1.5 (cf. Pogorzelec [84-85]). If the system (L8)0 is Fi-controllable 
to zero and FiTi(ker D) = ker D, then (L8)0 is Fi-controllable. 

So the conditions F;T;(ker D) = ker D and Fi(1 + RT[A) (ker D) = ker D, 
found by Pogorzelec for the one-sided invertible resolving operators, are iden
tical. 

Theorem 1.4. Let a linear system (L8)0 of the form (1.1)-(1.2) and an 
initial operator Fi E :Fv be given. Let TI E RX-RA if I RA E R(X) is 
invertible, 

T2 E LI - RA if I RA is left invertible, 
T3 = (1 - RA)-l if I RA is invertible and 
T4 E WX-RA if I - RA is generalized almost invertible. 
Suppose that B E Lo(U ~ X, XI ~ UI), D E L(X, XI), A, R E 

Lo(X, XI). Then the system (L8)0 is Fi-controllable if and only if 

kerB*R*TtF;* = {O}. (1.24) 

Theorem 1.5. Let there be given a linear system (L8)0 and an initial 
operator Fi E :Fv . Then the system (L8)0 is Fi-controllable if and only if it 
is Fi-controllable to every element VI E FiTiRX. 

Corollary 1.6. The system (L8)0 is Fi-controllable if and only if it is Fi-
controllable to every element Vo E FiRX. 

Indeed, it is easy to check that TiRX c RX. Thus FiTiRX c FiRX. 

Theorem 1.6. Suppose that the system (L8)0 is Fi-controllable. Then it is 
Ff-controllable for every initial operator FI E :Fv . 

Proof. Let Ri E Rv be the right inverse of D corresponding to Fi , i.e. 
FiRi = O. For every Xl E ker D and v E X there exists X2 E ker D such that 
Xl X2 + F[R;,u. By the assumption, the system (L8)0 is Fi-controllable. 

Hence for every xo, X2 E ker D there exist u E U and Z E ker(1 - RA) 
such that FdTi(RBu + xo) + z] X2, or equivalently 

Ti(RBu + xo) + Z X2 + Riv 

for some v EX. Thus 

The arbitrariness of xo, Xl E ker D implies the assertion. 
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Example 1.1. Let X = (s) be the space of all real sequences. Write 

{en} = {LL1, ... }, {On} = {O,O,O, ... }, 

71-1 

R{xn} := {Yn}, Y1:= 0, Yn = I>j (n 2,3, ... ), 
j=l 

A{xn} {Zn}, Zl:= 2X2 XlJ Zn:= Xn+1 Xn (n = 2,3, ... ), 

B := ,61, where ,6 E lR, 

U:={{un}: un=O for n=2,3, ... }. 

It is easy to check that D E R(X), dom D X, R E Rv and F is an initial 
operator for D corresponding to R. Moreover, ker D = {{cen }: c E lR}. 

Consider the following linear system (L3)0 

Dx Ax + Bu, Fx = x~, x~ E ker D. (L30) 

Since (I - RA){xn} {Xl + X2,X3,X3, ... }, we conclude that ker (I-
RA) =f {O}, (I - RA)X =f X. Therefore, 1- RA is not one-sided invertible. 
WriteT4 {xn}:= {X1,O,X3,O,O, ... }. Then 

T4 (I - RA){xn} T4 {X1 + X2, X3, X3, ... } = {Xl + X2, 0, X3, 0, 0, ... }, 

(I - RA)T4(I - RA){xn} = {Xl +X2,X3,X3,·· .}, 

i.e. (I - RA)T4(I - RA) = 1- RA. Hence, the resolving operator is gener
alized almost invertible, but it is neither invertible nor one-sided invertible. 

Let x~ = {ben} E ker D. Then 

RBUEB{x~}={{Xn}: x1=b, Xk b+c(k~2), CElR}. (L31) 

Hence RBU EB {x~} c (I - RA)(dom D), i.e. the system (L30) has 
solutions for every controlu E U. 

If x~ = {sen}, V = {V1, V2, ... } E X then 

(I RA)(Rv + x~) = {2s, s + V1 + V2, S + V1 + V2, .. . }. (L32) 

Now (1.31) and (L32) together imply ker B*R*T; =f {O}, i.e. not every 
state X in (RX e {x~} + ker(I - RA) is reachable from x~. 

By simple calculation, we also have 

T4RBU = {{O, 0, c, 0, 0, ... }: C E lR}, 
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RX +ker(1 - RA) = {{P,Xl- /3,Xl +X2 P,Y4,Y5,"'}: P E IR, 

X={Xn}EX, Yk=Xl+"'+Xk-l (k~4)}. 

Hence T4RBU f- RX + ker(1 - RA). By Theorem 1.2, there is 

x E RX + {xS} + ker(1 RA), 

which is not reachable from x~. 
Let F4{Xn} = x3{en}. Then 

i.e. F4T4(ker D) ker D. Corollary 1.5 implies that the system (1.30) is 
F4-controllable. 

If we put F~{xn} X2{en}, then F:;T4(ker D) = {O}. Hence F,;T4(ker D) f-
ker D. However, F~(ker(1 - RA)) = ker D, so that 

F~T4(ker D) + ker(1 - RA) = ker D. 

By Theorem 1.3, the system (1.30) is Fd-controllable. 

Example 1.2. Suppose that X, D, R, F are defined as in Example 1.1 and 
that 

A{xn } := {O, X3, X4 - X3, X5 - X4," .}, U:= X. B:= I. 

It is easy to check that 

(1.33) 

Hence I - RA is a projection, and so it is not one-sided invertible. but it 
is generalized almost invertible. The kernel of I - RA is 

ker(1 - RA) = {{O, 0, X3, X4, X5, ... }: Xn E IR (n ~ 3)}. (1.34) 

Fix x~ {ben} E ker D. Then 

RBU e {xS} = RX {x~}. (1.35) 

Since (1 - RA)2 = I RA, we get T4 = I E WI - RA , and 

(1.36) 

Now (1.34) and (1.36) yield 

T"jRBU = RX + ker(1 - RA). 
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Theorem 1.2 implies that every state x E RX + {T4X~} + ker(1 - RA) is 
(4)-reachable from Xo E ker D. 

Let F4 E Fv, F4{Xn}:= x3{en}. Then F4T4(kerD) = kerD. Hence, by 
Corollary 1.5, the system (1.30) is F4-controllable. 

Suppose novy that T~ 1- RA. Then 1-RA E W I - RA since (1 RA)3 
I - RA. In this case, we obtain 

T4 RBU = {O, (3, 0, O, ... }, T4 (ker D) = {{/J, O,O, ... }: (3 E lR}, 

F1T:1(ker D) = {{(3, S, 0, O, ... }: i3 E lR} 

and F1(T4(kerD) + ker(1 - RA)) = {{een} : e E lR}. Thus F4T:1(kerD) g; 
ker D. However, 

F4 (T4 (ker D) + ker(1 - RA)) = ker D. 

Theorem 1.3 implies that the system (1.30) is F:;-controllable for the given 
generalized almost inverse T4 = I - RA. 

2 Controllability of general systems with right 
invertible operators 

Let X, Y and U be linear spaces (all over the same field F, where F = C 
or F lR). Let D E R(X), R E Rv and let F be an initial operator 
corresponding to R. \Vrite 

Suppose that we are given Al E Lo(X -7 Y), B E Lo(U 
Lo(U -7 Y). 

Definition 2.1. A linear system (shortly (LS)) is any system 

(2.0) 

Q[D] Eu, FDjx=xj, XjEZl (j 0, ... ,M+N-1), (2.1) 

(2.2) 

where 
AI N 

Q[D]:= LLDmAmnDn, (2.3) 
m=O n=O 

Amn E L(X), AmnXM+N-n C Xm (TIl = 0, ... , AI; n = 0, ... , N; TIl + n < 
1v1 + N), AMN = I. 
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Herein we assume that 

where 

where 

A!+N-l 

XO:= L Rjxj E ZU+N, 
j=O 

Pv! N 

Q. L LRM+N-mBmnDn, 
m=O n=O 

{
A~n 

AI 

Bmn : = A' - "\""'. F D/l-m A' mn L-t fln 
l1=m 

if m 0, 

otherwise, 

if m = 111 and n N, 

otherwise (716 0, ... ,1V!; n = 0, ... ,N). 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

The assumption (2.4) is a necessary and sufficient condition for the initial 
value problem (2.1) to have solutions for every u E U. 

If Al = I and Bl = ° then we shall denote the system (2.1)-(2.2) by 
(LS)o. 

Definition 2.2. The linear system (2.1)-(2.2) is said to be well-defined iffor 
every fixed u E U the corresponding initial value problem (2.1) is well-posed. 
If there is u E U such that the initial value problem (2.1) is ill-posed, then 
the linear system is said to be ill-defined. 

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that the condition (2.4) is satisfied. Then the system 
(2.1)-(2.2) is well-defined if and only if the corresponding resolving operator 
1+ Q', where 

lv! N 

Q':= LLRM-mBmnRN-n (2.7) 
m=O n=O 

is either invertible or left invertible. 
Indeed, if I +Q' is either invertible or left invertible, then for every u E U, 

the initial value problem (2.1) has a unique solution ofthe form x = G(XO, u), 
where 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 
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AI N 

Q . '" '" RJII -rn B Dn 
'1·= 66 mn' 

m=O n=O 

(2.10) 

So, according to (2.2), the output y is uniquely determined by any u E U 
and XO E ZAf+N, and is of the form y = A1G(xO, u) + B1u. If we consider a 
linear system (LS)o, then y x G (xO , u). 

Definition 2.3. Write 

(2.11) 

where EQ is defined by (2.9). The matrix operator GO = (Go, G1) defined on 
the input space ZAf+N x U is said to be the transfer operator for the linear 
system with the resolving operator I + Q' invertible. 

Therefore, to every input (xO, u) there corresponds a uniquely determined 
output y, which can be written as 

Consider now the linear system (LS)o, i.e. the system (2.1)-(2.2) with 
A 1 I,B1 =0: 

Q[D]x Bu, FDjx=xj, XjEZ1 (j=0, ... ,M+N-1), 

RAI+N BU EB {XO} C (I + Q)XAf+N. 

\Vrite this system in an equivalent form 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

Denote by Hi (i 1,2,3,4) the following sets defined for any xO E Zlef+N, 
uE U. 

(1) If I + Q' E R(X), then 

where 
Ti := 1- RN RQIQ1, RQI E RT+Q" 

Q1 is given by (21.10). 
(2) If I + Q' E A(X) and LQI E Lf+QI, then 

H2 (xO, u) := {T2 (RAf+N Bu + XO)}, 
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where 
T2 := 1- RN LQIQl, QJ is defined by (2.10). (2.18) 

(3) If I + Q' is invertible, then 

(2.19) 

where 
T3 1- RN (I + Q')-lQl. (2.20) 

(4) If I + Q' E W(X) and WQI E WHQ" then 

H4(xO, u) := {T4(RAI+N B1I + XC) + z: Z E ker(I + Q)}, (2.21) 

where 
(2.22) 

0Jote that Hi (i = 1,2,3,4) are the sets of all solutions of the system (LS)o 
in the respective cases. 

As in Section 33, we need the following 

Definition 2.5. A state x E X is said to be (i)-reachable (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) 
from an initial state XO E ZAI+N if for every Ti (Tl E R HQ , T2 E LI+Q, T3 = 
(I + Q)-l, T4 E WHQ) there exists a control 11 E U such that x E Hi(XO, u). 

In the following we only deal with the above four cases. 'Write 

RangU.xoHi = U Hi(XO, 11), XO E ZAI+N. 
(LEU 

(2.23) 

It is easy to see that Rangu.xoHi is ('i)-reachable from XO by means of controls 
11 E U and it is contained in Xu +N. 

Lemma 2.1. Suppose that Ti (i = 1,2,3,4) are given by (2.16), (2.18), (2.20) 
and (2.22), respectively. Then 

Ti(RM +N BU EB {XO}) + ker(I + Q) 

= TiRAI+N BU EB {TiXO} EB ker(I + Q). (2.24) 

Remark 2.1. If 1+ Q' is either invertible or left invertible, the formula 
(2.24) is of the form 

Ti(RM+N BU EB {xo}) = TiRM+N BU {Ti:ro}. 

Corollary 2.1. 

Rangu xOHi = TiRAI+N BU EB {TiXO} EB ker(I + Q). (2.25) 
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Corollary 2.2. The state x E XM+N is (i)-reachable from Xo E ZAf+N if 
and only if 

Lemma 2.2. Write 

Ei := TiRAf+N B, 
XOi := Ti(RN (I + Q')RM X + (I + Q)ZAf+N - {XO}). 

(2.26) 

Then the operator Ei maps the space U into XOi' 

Theorem 2.3. Let there be given a system (LS)o described by (2.12)
(2.13). Suppose that B E Lo(U ---) X, X' ---) U' ), D E L(X, X'), Ti E 

LO(XAf+N,X;\f+N)' z = 1,2,3,4; R E LO(X,X'). Then the generalized 
Kalman condition 

(2.28) 

holds if and only iffor every initial state XO E ZM+N, every state x E RM+N X 
+xo + ker(I + Q) is reachable from xc. 

Definition 2.6. Let there be given a linear system (LS)o of the form (2.12)
(2.13) and let FI E FTJAHN. 

(i) The state Xl E ZM+N is said to be Fi-reachable from an initial state 
xO E ZJ\I+N if there exists a control '/1 E U such that X l E FI Hi (xO, u). The 
state is then called a final state. 

(ii) The system (LS)o is said to be Fi-controllable if for every initial state 
XO E ZM+N, 

F{(RanguxoHi) = ZM+N. (2.30) 

(iii) The system (LS)o is said to be Fi-controllable to Xl E Z]H+N if 

(2.31) 

for every initial state XO E Zi\I +N. 

Lemma 2.3. Let there be given a linear system (LS)o of the form (2.12)
(2.13) and an initial operator FI E FTJA1+N. Suppose that (LS)o is FI -
controllable to zero and that 

(2.32) 

Then every final state Xl E ZM+I\' is Fi -reachable from zero. 

Proof. It is sufficient to deal with the case i = 4. Since the system is 
controllable to zero, there exists a control u' E U such that 0 E F~H4 (XO, '/1' ), 
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i.e. there exists Zo E ker(I + Q) such that F~(T4(Rfv1+N Bu' + Xo) + zo) 0, 
or equivalently 

F~(T4(RA1+N Bu' + zo) = -F~T4XO. 

By the assumption (2.32), for every given state Xl E Zfv1+N we find x2 E 
ZM+N such that -F~T4X2 = Xl. Hence, there are u E U and Zo E ker(1 + Q) 
such that 

F~crl(RM+N Bu) + zo) -F~T,lx2 = Xl. 

This proves that an arbitrary final state Xl is reachable from the initial state 
0. 

Theorem 2.4. Suppose that all assumptions of Lemma 2.3 are satisfied. 
Then the linear system (LS)o is FI -controllable. 

Proof. It is sufficient to deal with the case of a generalized almost invertible 
resolving operator. By the assumption, there exist Uo E U and Zo E ker(I +Q) 
such 

(2.33) 

On the other hand, by Lemma 2.3, for every given Xl E ZM+N there exist 
U2 E U, that Z2 E ker(I + Q) such that 

(2.34) 

If we add (2.33) and (2.34), we obtain Fi[T4 (RM +N BUI + xo) + Zl] = Xl, 

where Ul := Uo + U2 E U, Zl := Zo + Z2 E ker(I + Q). Thus every final state 
Xl E ZM+N is F4-reachable from the initial state XO E ZM+N' 

Note that Theorem 2.4 was given by Nguyen Dinh Quyet [54-56] and 
Pogorzelec [84] for systems of the first order with invertible and one-sided in
vertible resolving operators (cf. Section 33). Theorem 2.4 can be generalized 
as follows: 

Theorem 2.5. Let there be given a system (LS)o of the form (2.12)-(2.13) 
and an initial operator F[ E FVM+N. Suppose that (LS)o is FI-controllable 
to zero and that 

F![Ti(Zlv1+N + ker(I + Q)] = ZM+N' 

Then (LS)o is FI-controllable. 

(2.35) 

Note that the conditions of Theorem 2.4 and 2.5 are sufficient but not 
necessary. 

Theorem 2.6. Let there be given a system (LS)o of the form (2.12)-(2.13) 
and an initial operator FI E FVAHN. Then (LS)o is FI-controllable if and 
only if it is FI-controllable to every element vO E FI(TiRA1+N XlvI+N)' 
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Note that the operator F[TiRM +N B maps U into ZAf+N. The following 
theorem shows that this operator determines the properties of the system 
(L3)0. 

Theorem 2.7. Let a linear system (L3)0 of the form (2.12)- (2.13) and an 
initial operator FI E FV Jv1+N be given. Suppose that B E Lo(U --+ X, X' --+ 

U'), D E L(X, X'), R E Lo(X, X') and Ti E LO(XAf+N, XAf+N)' Then (L3)0 
is FI -controllable if and only if 

ker B*(R*)AI+NTt(FJ)* = {O}. (2.42) 

Theorem 2.7. Suppose that the system (L3)0 is FI-controllable. Then it is 
F' -controllable for every initial operator F' E FVAHN. 

Example 2.1. Let X := C[O, 1] over C. Let D := d/dt, 

t 

R:= J, (Fx)(t):= x(to), to E [0,1]. 
to 

Consider the system 

[DN + Po(D, 1) + n(D, 1)F' + Rk P2 (D, 1)]x = Bu, (2.46) 

F D] x = x]' x j E C (j 0, ... , N - 1), (2.47) 

where F' E FVN, U = X, BE Lo(X), kENo, 

N-I 

P/L(t, s) := L a/LitisN-I-i, a/Li E C ({1 = 0, I, 2). (2.48) 
i=O 

As before, we write 

QI := Po(D, 1) + n (D, J)F' + Rk P2 (D, 1), 

Q:= RN QI, Q':= Po (I, R) + Rk P2 (I, R). 

Since R E V(X), the resolving operator J + Q' is invertible (Theorem I 
in Section 6). On the other hand, it is easy to check that Q' Q1RN, so 
that by Theorem 2.1, J + Q is also invertible, and 

(2.49) 

Write the system (2.46)-(2.47) in the following equivalent form: 

N-I 

(I+Q)x RNBu+xo, xO=LRjxj' (2.50) 
]=0 
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From (2.49), we conclude that 1 +Q E LO(XN) and (I + Q)-lXN c X N· 
Hence, (2.50) has solutions for every u E X. This means that the condition 
(2.13) is satisfied. A unique solution of the system (2.46)- (2.47) is 

Thus, every state x E [1 - RN(I +Q')-lQl](RNHuEB{xO}) is reachable from 
XO E ZN. 

Let F{, F~ E :FvN be initial operators for DN given by 

F{ := 1 - Rf DN, F~:= 1 R1RN- 1 DN on domDN, 

t 

where Rl := 1, tl =f. to; to, tl E [0,1]. Let T3 := (I + Q)-l. It is easy to check 
tl 

that F{RNX ZN, F~RIVX =f. ZN, so that for every B E Lo(X), we find 

i.e. ker B*(R*)NT; Fr =f. {O}. This means that the system (2.46)- (2.47) is 
not F~ -controllable. 

Let B = 1. Since 1 (I + Q')-lQ1RN is invertible because 1 - RN (I + 
Q')-lQl is invertible, we conclude that 

This implies 

F{T3RN BU = F{T3RN X = F{(I - RN (I + Q')-lQl)RN X 

= F{RN[1 - (I + Q')-lQIRN]X = F{RN X = ZN· 

Hence kerB*(R*)NT3*F{* = {O}. Thus, by Theorem 2.7, the system 
(2.46)-(2.47) is F{- controllable. 

Example 2.2. Let X = (s) be the space of all real sequences. Write 
{en} := {I, 1, ... }, {On} := {O, 0, ... }. Define the following operators: 

R{xn} := {Yn}, Yl:= 0, Yn:= Xl + ... + Xn-l (n) 2), 

A{xn} = {X2' X3 - X2, 0, 0, ... }, B{xn} = {X2' -X2 - X2, 0, 0, ... }, 

C{Xn} = {X2 Xl,O,O, ... }. 
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Consider the system 

(D2 - AD DB - C)x = Bu, 
Fx=x~, FDx=x~, x~,x~ EkeI'D, 

(2.52) 

where u E U, U C X, BE Lo(U, X). Write 

QI := RAD + B + RC, Q:= RQI, Q':= RA + BR + RCR. (2.53) 

The system (2.52) is equivalent to the equation 

(I-Q)x=R2Bu+xo, xO:=XO+RXI. (2.54) 

It is easy to see that I - Q' is the resolving operator for the system (2.52) 
and 1- Q' = I QIR. By easy calculations, we find 

RA{xn} = {0,X2,X3,X3, ... }, BR{xn} = {XI,-XI,-XI,O,O, ... }, 

RCR{xn} = {O,XI,XI,XI,O,O, ... }, 

so that 
(I - Q'){xn} {O, 0, 0, Y4, Y5,·· .}, 
Yk := Xk - Xl X3 (k = 4,5, ... ), 

ker(I - Q') = {z = XI,X2,X3,XI +X3,XI +X3," .}, 

CS(I - Q') =1= x. 

(2.55) 

(2.56) 

(2.57) 

The formulae (2.55)-(2.57) imply that the resolving operator 1- Q' is not 
one-sided invertible. However, since (I - Q') (I - Q') = I - Q', we conclude 
that I - Q' is generalized almost invertible and I is its generalized almost 
inverse. 

By straightforward calculations, we find 

(I - RQd{xn} = (I - Q){Xn} = {Xl, 0, 0, Xl, Y5, Y6,·· .}, (2.58) 

where Yk := Xk - (k 3)Xk-1 + (k 4)(X3 - X2 + Xl) (k;:: 5). 
Let x~ := 0, x~ := 0, i.e. let the initial conditions of the problem (LS)o 

be Fx = 0, F Dx = 0. Let U = X and 

(2.59) 

It is easy to check that 

BU e {xo} = BX c (I Q)X2 = (I - Q)X. 

Hence, the system (2.52) is solvable for every u E U. From (2.54) we find 

X = (I + RQdR2 Bu = (I + Q)R2 Bu. 

Therefore, every state X E (I + Q)R2 BU is reachable from zero. 
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3 Controllability of linear systems described 
by generalized almost invertible operators 

Let X, Y, U be linear spaces over the same field:F (where :F = Cor :F JR). 
Suppose that V E W(X), W E W~ and p(r), pel) are right and left initial 
operators for V corresponding to W; A E Lo(X), Al E Lo(X -+ Y), B E 

Lo(U -+ X), BI E Lo(U -+ Y). 
By a linear system (LS) we now mean the following system: 

Vx = Ax + Bu, u E U, BU c (V A)(dom V), (3.1) 

p(r)x = Xo, Xo E ker V, 

y=AIx+BIu. 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

If Al = I, BI = 0, i.e. Y X and y = x, then we denote the system 
(3.1)-(3.3) by (LS)o. 

Note that the properties of linear systems depend on the properties of 
the resolving operators 1- W A and 1- AW. There are eight cases to deal 
with: 

(i) I W A E R(X), (ii) 1- W A E A(X), (iii) 1- W A E R(X) n A(X), 
(iv) I W A E W(X), (v) 1- AW E R(X), (vi) 1- AW E A(X), (vii) 
I AW E R(X) n A(X), (viii) 1- AW E W(X). 

It is sufficient to consider the first four cases (i)- (i v). Since both one-sided 
invertible and invertible operators are generalized almost invertible, we can 
reduce those cases to the case of I - IV A being generalized almost invertible. 

Suppose that we are given a linear system (LS)o. The initial value prob
lem (3.1)-(3.2) has solutions if and only if 

W Bu + Xo E (I - W A)Xu c (I - W A) (dom V), (3.4) 

where 
Xu = {x E dom V: F(l)(Ax + Bu) = O}, u E U, 

and Xo = 0 if dim ker V = O. 
So the condition 

WBU + {xo} c (I - WA)Xu (3.5') 

is a necessary and sufficient condition for the initial value problem (3.1 )-(3.2) 
to have solutions for every u E U. 

It is easy to check that the condition (3.5') is equivalent to the following: 
BU C (V A)dom V. 
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Suppose that 1- W A is generalized almost invertible. 
Write 
G(xo, u) = 

= {x (I + WWAA)(W Bu + xo) + z: WA E WI-AW, :j: E ker(I - WA)}. 
(3.6) 

Note that G is the set of all solutions of the problem (3.1)-(3.2). There-
fore, to every fixed input (xo, u) there corresponds an output x G(xo, u). 

Write 
Rangu,xQG U G(XOl u), Xo E ker V. 

xEU 

(3.7) 

Definition 3.1. Suppose that we are given a linear system (LS)o and the 
set G(xo, u) of the form (3.6). A state x E X is said to be reachable from 
the initial state Xo EkeI' V if for every W A E WI-AW there exists a control 
u E U such that x E G(xo, u). 

It is easy to see that the set is reachable from the initial state Xo E ker V 
by means of controls u E U and this set is contained in dom V. 

Lemma 3.1. Write 

T = 1+ WWAA, WA E WI-AW, W E W~. (3.8) 

Then the follovving equality holds: 

T(VV BU + {xo}) + ker(I - VV A) TVtl BU ED {Txo} EEl ker(I - W A). (3.9) 

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that 

BE Lo(U -t X, X' -t U'), V E L(X,X') n W(X), WE LO(X,X') n W~ 

and T E Lo(X, X'), where T is defined by (3.8). Then the generalized 
Kalman condition 

ker B*W*T* {O} (3.12) 

holds if and only if for every initial state Xo E ker V, every state 

x E WV(dom V) + {xo} + ker(I - WA) 

is reachable from Xo. 
Now \ve give another condition for every state x E TiV X + {Txo} + ker(I -

W A) to be reachable from any initial state Xo E ker V. 

Lemma 3.2. Let V E vV(X), W E Lo(X) n W~ and let T be given by 
(3.8). Then 

T E WI-WA, TWX c WX. (3.14) 
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Lemma 3.2 implies that F~r)TW B maps U into W X. Corollary 3.1 yields 

Theorem 3.2. Consider a linear system (LS)o described by a generalized 
almost invertible operator V. Suppose that W E Lo(X) n Wv and T is 
defined by (3.8). Then a necessary and sufficient condition for every element 
x E W X + {Txo} + ker(1 - W A) to be reachable from any initial state 
Xo EkeI' V is that 

TWBU=WX. (3.15) 

Definition 3.2. Let there be given a linear system (LS)o of the form (3.1)
(3.2). Let F I(1') be any right initial operator for V corresponding to WI E W v . 

(i) A state Xl E ker V is said to be Ft·)- reachable from an initial state 
Xo E ker V if there exists a control u E U such that Xl E FI(1')C(xo, u). The 
state Xl is then called a finite state. 

(ii) The system (LS)o is said to be Ft·)- controllable if for every initial 
state Xo E ker V, we have 

kerV. (3.16) 

(iii) The system (LS)o is said to be Ft)- controllable to Xl EkeI' V if 

(1') ( ) 
Xl E FI Rangu,xQ C (3.17) 

for every initial state Xo E ker V. 

Lemma 3.3. Suppose that the system (LS)o is F~r)_ controllable to zero 
and that 

FY)[T(ker V) + ker(1 - W A)] ker V (3.18) 

Then every final state Xl E ker V is Ft·)- reachable from zero. 

Theorem 3.3. Suppose that all assumptions of Lemma (3.3) are satisfied. 
Then the linear system (LS)o is Ft) - controllable. 

Proof. By our assumption, there exist Uo E U and Zo E ker(1 - 1!V A) such 
that 

(3.21) 

By Lemma 3.3, for every Xl E ker V there exist u~ E U and Zl E ker(1 - W A) 
such that 

(3.22) 

Now (3.21) and (3.22) imply F~r')[T(vV B(uo + u~ + xo) + (zo + zd = Xl, 

i.e. Xl is F~r)_ reachable from xo, which was to be proved. 
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Corollary 3.4. If the system (LS)o is FI(r) - controllable to zero and Fi"')T(ker V) = 

ker V, then it is Ft) - controllable. 

Theorem 3.4. Let a linear system (LS)o of the form (3.1)-(3.2) and an 
initial operator Fir) for V be given. Let T be defined by (3.8) and let B E 

Lo(U X, X' -+ U' ), V E L(X, X'), A, W E Lo(X, X'). Then (LS)o is 
Fir

)- controllable if and only if 

ker B*vV*T*(F;r))* {o}. (3.23) 

Theorem 3.5. Let there be given a linear system (LS)o and an initial 
operator for V E W(X). Then the system (LS)o is Ft) - controllable if and 
only if it is F;r) - controllable to every x' E Ft)TVVV(dom V). 

Theorem 3.6. Suppose that the system (LS)o is Fir) -controllable. Then for 
an arbitrary right initial operator FJ'") for V, this system is FJ'"l -controllable. 

t 

Example 3.1. Let X := C[-l, 1], D := d/dt, R := J, (Fx)(t) := x(O). 
o 

Define (Px)(t) := ~[x(t) + x( -t)], Q := J P, X+ := PX, X- := QX, i.e. 
X X+ EB X-. Consider the linear system 

P(D + (3I)x Au, u E U = X+, (3.29) 

(I - RP D)x = xo, Xo = RQyo + Zo E ker P D, (3.30) 

Xo E kerD, Yo EX, 

where A E Lo(X+), (3 E lR. 
Putting V = PD, W = RP we find VWV V, WVVV Hi. The right 

initial operator F(rl for V corresponding to Hi is F(r) = J - RP D. Hence, 
we can write the system (3.29)-(3.30) in the form 

(Ii + (3P)x = Au, F(r)x = Xo. (3.31) 

This system is equivalent to the equation 

(I + /3RP)x = RP Au + Xo· (3.32) 

Since (I + /3RP) (I (3RP) J (32 RP RP = J /32 R2QP = J, we conclude 
that every state x E dom D is reachable from the initial state xo, i.e. there 
exists u E U such that 

x = (I - (3RP) (RPAu + xo)· 
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Hence 
G(xo,u) = {x = (1 - f3RP)(RPAu+xo)}, (3.33) 

and since RP RP = 0 we get 

(I - (3RP) (RPAU + xo) = RPAU ED {(I - ,6RP)xo}. (3.34) 

From (3.33)-(3.34) we obtain 

Rangu.xoG RPAU ED {(I - (3RP)xo}. 

Thus the system (3.29)-(3.30) is Ft) -controllable for a right initial operator 
F~r) of V if and only if 

F(7') (Rang G) = ker(P D) 1 . U,XO • 

It is easy to check that ker( P D) consists all even differentiable functions 
defined on [-1,1]. 
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